Chicago District Golf Association
Scouting Report 6-8-14
Temperatures really have taken a turn for the better this week and we have certainly seen recovery starting to shoot
along as courses have finally began to see bentgrass starting to spread its stolons and fill into areas which were not
seeing recovery from direct damage to Poa seed banks. Unfortunately others have had to put down sod in areas that are
now heavily shaded and ultimately would not have recovered into a consistent surface. Disease pressure has been
relatively low, with some dollar spot starting to show, but in general pressure has not been too high. Humidity levels
have dropped off substantially since the early part of the week and with temperatures in the Chicagoland area sitting in
the high 60’s through high 70’s for the next while, help has arrived!
The central and lower portion of the state did see some heavy rainfall with the storm that passed through early in the
week and washouts were an issue. For the western part of the state however the rainfall was needed as the drought was
starting to spread west from Iowa. The rain that fell in the Chicagoland area was about as nice a rain as you could ask
for. They would call it a grand soft day in Ireland – the rain fell in a manner that wet the soil through and in a thorough
manner while not causing large volumes of runoff. The month of May ended up with over 1.5” of rain above normal in
the Chicagoland area so we were not necessarily hurting. Courses that had dried out substantially last weekend needed
this kind of rain and it has set them up for hopefully a good month of golf conditions. Hopefully it sets up for a good US
Open week as well as the game looks to get back on track after a slow start to the year.
Sod webworm activity was reported from one site but other than that it has been a quiet week of just getting on with
work – many are delighted to be able to do that!
Climate:
A quick review of May indicated that the Chicagoland area finished ahead of average from the perspective of total
precipitation. Further to that our average cold temperature was 3°F off normal and it seems the cold was felt
throughout the month with a low of 41°F at the Golf house for May 26th which presumably meant frost further north!
Enough of that however as we have seen some excellent growing conditions again the week just previously. High skies,
warmer temperatures and a very useful amount of rainfall meant that turf in sunny* areas should have been really
beginning to fill in.
*I’m defining sunny as an area that sees morning sun and sun until at least 4pm.
Soil temperatures also held steady this week in the mid 70’s and now rather and 1000’s of square feet of damage, I am
seeing sites that are down to small spots that may eventually need to be sodded. While temperatures touched close to
the 90°F the drop off has helped soil temperatures cool down as well (Figure 1).
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Figure 1. High and Low air temperatures and 2” soil temperatures at Sunshine Course, Lemont, IL May and early June
2014 (A Southwest Chicago suburb)
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There was some geographical variability in how the rain came this week. Of course we were lucky and grateful to see
that we didn’t get hit as hard as further south where courses had as much as 3” of rain over night. Instead the rain was a
thorough soaking 0.25” rain which got into the micro as well as the standard macropores in the soil profile (Figure 2).
This would have created a thorough wetting of the upper profile which was not too much to leave courses wet and
sloppy but enough to sustain rooting and growth for the great weather that followed. The other noticeable feature
about the precipitation has been its regularity (I know I am jinxing it now), but to get a nice 0.25” of rainfall every 3-4
days is ideal in many ways.
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Figure 2. Precipitation for late May into early June 2014, Sunshine Course Lemont, IL (A Southwest Chicago suburb)
We are rapidly closing in on the longest day of the year (June 21st), and yes I am asking where that came from as well.
Regardless the blue skies we have seen with plenty of sun have been ideal for both golfing and growing bentgrass
weather (Figure 3). The lack of Poa activity in certain sites does seem to indicate that the seed bank was indeed
damaged and so now bentgrass is really needed to fill into the voids. We did have a slight dip in the week but both
Friday and Saturday had ample amounts of sunlight to ensure aggressive growth from bentgrass. Soil temperatures
would have also benefited from this particularly on the north shore where Saturday AM air temperatures were still only
53°F.
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Figure 3. Measured daily light integrals and possible ideal light integrals from late May into early June at Sunshine
Course Lemont, IL (A Southwest Chicago suburb).
Of further interest to some people is the availability of water and how Lake Michigan is holding up from the perspective
of depths. Currently somewhat below average there has been a large rebound from a pattern of decline that occurred
from 2010 onwards. The predictive model indicates that we should get back up above average this summer (Figure 4).
One benefit to the snow and ice I presume!

Figure 4. Historical and predicted water levels of Lake Michigan and Lake Huron as measured by NOAA on 6-4-14.
Temperatures further south in Central Illinois were warmer with many of the courses sitting in the high 80’s and low 90’s
for most of the week, night time temperatures did push past the 70°F mark for the first time which of course needs to be
watched carefully from a disease standpoint going forward (Figure 5). While disease pressure is a concern with the
increased temperatures the overriding benefit of growth cannot be discounted yet.
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Figure 5. High and low temperatures at Peoria Country Club late May early June 2014, Peoria, IL.
Data from Peoria indicated that rainfall at the site there on June 4th totaled 1.29”. The variability in rainfall is accepted of
course and so further south and west in Springfield it was no surprise to see rainfall tip over the 3” mark for the same
date which caused some flooding and possibly if courses couldn’t move water off quick enough due to drainage issues,
some death and disease activity with the almost immediate return to warm temperatures.
Disease:
Activity has started to ramp up this week. Dollar spot has shown itself at Sunshine Course and in a lot of other locations
(Picture 1), but as many commented, the loss of humidity this week was a great help from the standpoint of reducing
pressure.
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Picture 1. Dollar spot activity at the golf house this week.
To add to the diversity of issues that arise along with the heat buildup some other issues popped up this week. Type 1
fairy ring showed its face this week at the sunshine course also. Mostly a superficial issue, it still is a sign that soil
temperatures are starting to warm up and that further issues are not far away (Picture 2).
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Picture 2. Type 1 Fairy ring at Sunshine Course this week in Lemont.
The superficial impact issues were in full force this week as yellow patch was active also. Not as aggressive as its relative
brown patch, it still has the ability to leave a mark (Picture 3). Turf should grow out of the issue and won’t sustain the
problem unless there are extreme conditions.
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Picture 3. Yellow patch active on a golf course in the Chicago area this week
Weeds:
Activity is really starting to ramp up for everything now, reports of crabgrass surfaced last week and its emergence has
been confirmed this week (Picture 4). From what I have seen, it is really getting late to put down post emergence
products as once we get past 3-4 leaf stage crabgrass kill is difficult at best.
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Picture 4. Some mature looking crabgrass on a golf course in the Chicago area this week.
Insects:
Last week my comments must have woken the grubs up. Reports of grub activity (Possibly Japanese beetle) surfaced
today (6-7-14). Temperatures in the profile have presumably dragged the friendly foes up and they are most likely
feeding on some roots – take a look and see! Earlier in the week reports of sod webworms surfaced and the picture that
is below certainly would look similar to a young sod webworm (Picture 5) who is trying to get his fill.

J Purpur 6-4-14
Picture 5. Sod webworm activity spotted on a course in the Chicago area this week
Management strategy:
IPM is the word this week. Many of you practice it as I get reports in daily about pest issues popping up on courses.
Integrated pest management means you use your eyes to scout for problems and combine the conditions predicted and
your experience to make a professional decision on the next step. The importance of scouting is not just above ground
of course, this was brought home today to me as reports of grub activity arrived in of course, and so as temperatures
and play ramp up it really is time to key in on problem areas to ensure they don’t become problems later in the summer.
It is also of benefit from an environmental standpoint to make sure your stewardship of the course continues to protect
and encourage sustainability and diversity on the courses.

FINALLY!!!
I know everyone was waiting with baited breadth on the answer to last weeks one. Many people overthought it and
missed – it was the good old loose gas cap. Still a logjam at the top, but Mr. Palos did move up and is representing the
Central Illinois contingent well.
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1
This week is a little different. Walking on newly treated areas is not a great idea and this week we have an example of
what it can do. The question is – what product caused the footprints.

Dr. Lee Millers latest report dated 6-4-14 can be found below.

http://turfpath.missouri.edu/reports/update06_04_14.cfm
As always if you have a question or query please do not hesitate to ask, and you can call or email.
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